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“Next, the competition will be held to invite all mid-Xuan Xiantian Skywolves to enter the Battle God
competition.”
Dozens of mid-Xuan Immortal Heavenly Wolves entered the center of the square.
Omi hadn’t gone far and asked, “Captain, can I participate in the mid-Xuan Immortal competition?”
The Three-Eyed War God looked at Omi and said, “Omi, almost done, let you alone finish the limelight,
what are other people doing, the more limelight you get, the more enemies you make, it’s not good
for you.”
“Alright, forget I said it.”Omi had no choice but to exit the middle of the square.
It seemed that it was impossible for him to continuously participate in the mid and late Xuan Xian
competitions.
But also, if he were to win first place in both the mid and late Xuan Immortal stage, he was bound to
attract countless jealousy.
A day passed, and the competition of the Wolf War God was over.
In the evening.
“Below, please ask all the top three team members to come up one by one to receive their awards.”
Omi had managed to obtain two Grade 2 Fetal Pills. One second to remember to read the book
Omi’s heart was wild with surprise, two grains of Level 2 ah, if all of them could work, then it meant
that Omi could increase his realm by at least four.
“I announce that this edition of the Sky Wolf Battle God Competition, has officially ended.”After the
Three-Eyed War God announced, the Immortal Emperor also disappeared.
Everyone dispersed.
Two Second Grade Fetal Pills, Omi didn’t know whether to take one for himself or give one away to
someone else.
If one was given to someone, who would it be given to?What a bad deal.
“It’s just that, take it yourself.”
At this moment, Omi saw Princess Nianzhi was about to leave out of the corner of his eyes.
Omi wanted to chase after her, but was afraid in public.

Omi immediately sent a message to Princess Nian Tides, saying, “I will definitely come find you
tonight.”
“Don’t.”Princess Nian Tides immediately replied to Omi.
“Definitely, I can’t control myself anymore.”
Princess Nianxie wanted to refuse again, but when she thought of her father saying that it was quite a
pity for Omi to die in the future, she couldn’t bear to refuse inside.
A few seconds later, Princess Nianxie sent a message, “Alright, tonight you go to Hulan Villa and wait
for me.”
“Good.”
Omi was delighted inside, last time, Princess Nianxie had given Omi a Grade 2 Fetal Pill, so now that
Omi had obtained two, he should have given her one back.
At this moment, Ding Lan pounced on her.
“Husband.”Ding Lan shouted excitedly.
Omi temporarily returned to the Ding family with Ding Lan, Tang Huan, Ding Cang Dong and the
others.
It was just that Omi had another appointment with Princess Nian Shi tonight, which made it a bit hard
for Omi to get out of it, so he had to talk about it tonight.
After returning to the Ding family, Ding Cang Vault smiled and said, “Omi, you obtained two fetal pills,
how are you going to use them?”
Ding CangDong seemed to have some purpose.
Omi said, “Does my father-in-law have any good suggestions?”
“Hahaha, this is your trophy, and no one has the right to suggest it to you.However, two fetal pills, if
you take it in a short period of time, one of them will definitely go to waste, unless, you don’t intend
to take two at the same time.”
Omi said, “Truth be told, I really don’t plan to take two at once.”
Ding Cang Dao said, “Then, why not take the other capsule out and give it away.”
“Indeed I have plans to take it out and give it away.”
“Good son-in-law, surely you have given one capsule to Ding Lan, right?”Ding Cang Dao asked.
&nbsp
; Omi shook his head.
“Ah, you want to gift it to Tang Huan.”Ding CangDong was somewhat reluctant, Tang Huan and
DingLan, one was a biological daughter and the other was a recognized granddaughter, definitely
favoring the daughter.

Tang Huan, who was not far away, listened, busy saying, “No need to give it to me, really, I don’t need
it.”
Ding Lan was also busy saying, “I don’t want it either, give it to Tang Huan, she needs it more than me.”
Ding Cangding smiled, “Since they both don’t want it, then why don’t you, give it to my son Ding Cap.”
Omi was startled, “Big brother Ding Cap?”
“Yes, Ding Cap really needs a Fetal Pill at the moment ah, if you are willing to give him one, Ding Cap
will definitely be grateful.”Ding CangDong said expectantly, perhaps, his purpose in the beginning was
to see if he could ask for one for Ding Cap.
Omi laughed, how could he give Ding Cap.
That Ding Cap was Ding Lan’s big brother, and he was now a mid-Golden Immortal.
Ding Cang Dome said, “Good son-in-law, you don’t know, Ding Cap was hard pressed to obtain the
approval of the Immortal Court to become a Great Luo Golden Immortal, but the approval was granted,
but the realm is stuck, he is now at the middle stage of Golden Immortal, if he can take a second grade
fetal pill, he can definitely become a Great Luo Golden Immortal.At the moment, neither Ding Lan nor
Tang Huan are the ones who need the fetal pills the most ah.”
Both Ding Lan and Tang Huan were silent, the decision was in Omi’s hands.
Omi’s heart just felt a bit ridiculous, why would he want to fulfill Ding Cap?What was the point of
making Ding Cap a Great Luo Immortal, it would be better for Omi to give it to him than for Omi
himself to rise one more realm.
However, father-in-law was not easy to offend.
Omi sighed, “My father-in-law, to be honest, I just said that the other one is to be given away, and
that’s because, I have already thought of who to give it to.”
“Who?”
“Princess Nianzhi, you should remember that once Princess Nianzhi gifted me a Grade 2 Fetal Pill, now
that I have two, it’s only reasonable that I should gift one back to her.”
“Omi, you’re crazy, Princess Nianxie still needs to be gifted by you?”
“As I recall, even Princess Nianzhi doesn’t have it just because she wants it, so what’s wrong with me
gifting her.”
“Nianxie is a princess, her chances of obtaining the Fetal Pill are much greater than yours, you’re really
wasting it.”
“It’s a favor, even if it’s a waste, I have to return this favor to her.Alright, in order to not have long
dreams at night and to not let anyone fantasize, I’ve decided to go find Princess Nian Shi now, I’ll leave
first.”
Omi turned around and headed out, just in time to find a chance to get away and go to Hulan Mountain
Villa to meet Princess Nian Tides.

“Husband, is it so urgent?”Tinglan asked.
“Gift it to the princess sooner rather than later.I may not see the princess today, but I’ll wait until I see
her, so you don’t have to wait for me as I may not be back today.”
“Oh.”
Omi was already far away.
Ding Cang Dome watched depressedly as Omi flew away.
Ding Lan and Tang Huan didn’t suspect anything either.
It was also already late in the day.
Omi came to the Hulan Villa.
Hulan Villa was a private residence, and it was unknown who the owner was.
When Omi arrived outside of Hulan Villa, he was blocked by a protective shield.
Omi tried to walk in and surprisingly found that he went straight in.
As soon as he entered Hulan Villa, he heard a voice, “You’re here.”
When Omi looked, it was Princess Nianxie, and it seemed that Nianxie had been waiting for a long
time.
“Princess.”Omi pounced on her with excitement.

